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My goal in writing Comprehension Analysis was to create a lively introduction of a semester to real analysis that exposes students to the rich rewards inherent in a rigorous approach to studying the functions of a real variable. The first several times I taught such a course, my students became proficient at writing mathematical tests, but I realized that the
content of the course I had taught was essentially a long verification of the theorems of introductory calculus. In the end, it was difficult to justify to them the reasons for all the hard work they had invested. Well, I said, it turns out that if you continue, you find that not every closed set is a union of closed intervals, most continuous functions are no different, and
not all Taylor series converge back to the function that generated it. Derivatives, it seems, satisfy the conclusion of the Intermediate Value Theorem, but not the hypothesis, the Riemann integral can only deal with a 'small' number of discontinuities in the integrand and, tragically, the riemann integral cannot even integrate all derivatives. Comprehension
Analysis describes an introductory course in real analysis where, instead of saying It turns out that..., we actually address the issues directly. Honestly, I don't think that makes it difficult for you to go. The same list of central topics are treated here in the usual order that they appear in most introductory modern treatments. The difference is where emphasis is
placed. We all know that the precision required in a rigorous convergence test is difficult for students, but when shifting the focus of exposure to issues where analysis tools are really needed (e.g., singing sets, infinite sum rearrangements, term-term differentiation of a number of functions), the hard work of a rigorous study is justified by the fact that these
issues are inaccessible without it. For nearly two decades, Comprehension Analysis has been adopted in a wide range of faculties and naiveties, and also used effectively by individuals working on their own. A solution manual is available and can be obtained from Springer by instructors who have adopted the text. If you are interested in having a copy for
self-study, please contact me (abbott@middlebury.edu) directly. CONTENT CORRECTIONS This animated introductory text exposes the student to the rewards of a rigorous study of the functions of a real variable. In each chapter, informal discussions of issues that give analysis to their inherent fascination are followed by precise but not excessively formal
developments of the techniques necessary to make sense of them. By focusing on the unified themes of approximation and the resolution of paradoxes that arise in the transition from finite to infinite, the text transforms what could be a frightening of definitions and theorems in a one and engaging the progression of ideas. Aware of the need for rigour, the
student is much more prepared to understand what constitutes an appropriate mathematical test and how to write one. Fifteen years of classroom experience with the first edition of Understanding Analysis solidified and refined the central narrative of the second edition. About 150 new exercises join a selection of the best exercises from the first edition, and
three more design-style sections have been added. Investigations into Euler's calculation of ζ(2), the Weierstrass Approximation Theorem, and the gamma function are now among the cohort of seminal results of the book serving as motivation and reward for the beginner student to master the methods of analysis. Review of the first edition:This is a
dangerous book. The analysis of understanding is so well written and the development of the theory so well motivated that exposing students to it could well lead them to expect such excellence in all their textbooks. ... The comprehension analysis is perfectly entitled; If your students read it, that's what's going to happen. ... This fantastic book will become the
text chosen for the univariate introductory analysis course... — Steve Kennedy, MAA Reviews Abbott analysis Baire Category Theorem Calculation Henstock integral Riemann integral Taylor series Weierstrass approximates theorizing theorem fundamental theorem gamma calculus function general general topology theorem of intermediate value integral
riemann generalized medium value theorem real energy series real analysis real numbers Page 2 Instant download Readable on all devices Possess forever Local sales tax included if applicable Start your review of Understanding Analysis This is a fantastic introduction to real analysis. All concepts are explained and motivated very well. It is great for self-
study, and requires only as much as the calculation sequence and prior exposure to evidence. This is a relatively easy book, although some of the exercises are really good. Do everything if you can. My only complaint with this book is that it could at least try to be more ambitious in its complexity. For example, it describes the properties of real numbers in the
first this is a fantastic introduction to actual analysis. All concepts are explained and motivated very well. It is great for self-study, and requires only as much as the calculation sequence and prior exposure to evidence. This is a relatively easy book, although some of the exercises are really good. Do everything if you can. My only complaint with this book is
that it could at least try to be more ambitious in its complexity. For example, it describes the properties of real numbers in the first chapters only implicitly, and does not mention fields. I was confused by this, as the fields are not difficult to understand as a general general at this level (especially if someone has, say, seen vector spaces in a linear algebra
course). Ultimately, I would recommend this book to someone who is struggling with analysis, although you could certainly argue that this book is not really necessary if you are studying from a more advanced book with a stronger mathematical background. That's really my final recommendation, because I think students who go into real analysis should
already have a good amount of mathematical maturity. If it's not you, then go to this one. ... more concise, crystalline, complete core calculation/real analysis. Easily the best math book I've ever used. A great frustration I have with university mathematics texts that challenge their readers to think more deeply is that the student's work can often feel useless or
misguided. The writing can be blurred or too presumptuous of what the student can do. However, one balance must be struck against the other extreme: so simple and repetitive that a student begins to think of concepts as a collection of algorithms to complete. This book achieves a perfect balance easily the best math book I've ever used. A great frustration
I have with university mathematics texts that challenge their readers to think more deeply is that the student's work can often feel useless or misguided. The writing can be blurred or too presumptuous of what the student can do. However, one balance must be struck against the other extreme: so simple and repetitive that a student begins to think of concepts
as a collection of algorithms to complete. This book achieves a perfect balance of asking the reader to think deeper and more persistently, gradually guiding them. This book should be a gold standard of how to start each topic (and the whole book) with simple concepts and problems, and grow each with complexity and difficulty until the student reaches
such great heights of thought and mathematical ability. However, all this happens without the reader theme your difficulty. The material is presented in such a clear, intuitive and light way. I recommend this book to anyone who wants the clearest picture of the introductory analysis or an understanding of why the calculation works so well. ... the more I like this
book very much as an introduction to analysis, because it motivates the concepts much more strongly than most traditional cannon books. I use this book for a reading course under review: the chapters are well structured with a hook to motivate the content, and a good summary at the end. I agree with another reviewer's comment that the handling of the
actual numbers is a bit confusing due to the order, and one student noted that with so many parts of the evidence left as exercises I like this very much as an introduction to analysis, because it motivates concepts much more strongly than most traditional cannon books. I use this book for a one Course under review: the chapters are well structured with a
hook to motivate the content, and a good summary at the end. I agree with another reviewer's comment that the handling of the actual numbers is a bit confusing due to the order, and one student noted that with so many parts of the evidence left as exercises (a great idea in principle), readers have to suspend disbelief if they are not able to fill in these
blanks. But overall a great book, motivating some important concepts in modern analysis ... more Honestly, the thing that annoys me most about math books is when they are disorganized and written for the author rather than for students. This has all the definitions, theorems, proofs and problems organized in a really digestible way. I've really struggled with
concepts in this class (fuck series, I'm sure), but the book made it possible to teach me a lot of more difficult concepts, which is a difficult feat especially for an evidence class. This is one of the notoriously difficult classes, honestly, the thing that annoys me most about math books is when they are disorganized and written for the author rather than for the
students. This has all the definitions, theorems, proofs and problems organized in a really digestible way. I've really struggled with concepts in this class (fuck series, I'm sure), but the book made it possible to teach me a lot of more difficult concepts, which is a difficult feat especially for an evidence class. This is one of the notoriously difficult classes at Cal
Poly, but this book has made it much more palatable. ... More This is the best book I found for first time learning analysis, especially for self-study! The exercises evolve into difficulty, which gives you confidence that you are actually learning the subject (because you are able to do the exercises easy while reading the chapter). Plus, the examples and the
writing are great! It was like romance! I just wanted to find other books with the same spirit. I would like him to better cover the transition to a higher analysis. If you have a decent point set topology background this book mainly covers just that. Finding a book that transitions, more strongly, to Lp Space and Fourier Series would be great. So, for example, you
can't easily read this book and then jump into Rudin's Real and Complex Analysis.Otherwise this is a 5-star and very readable book. I would like him to better cover the transition to a higher analysis. If you have a decent point set topology background this book mainly covers just that. Finding a book that transitions, more strongly, to Lp Space and Fourier
Series would be great. So for example, you can't easily read this book and then jump to The Actual Analysis and Otherwise, this is a 5-star and very readable book. ... more This is the best presentation in Analysis I've read. He does a great job motivating ideas, ideas, gives really interesting and unusual examples, not just the normal basic examples. Many
exercises for each chapter ranging from simple to beautiful exams involved (no solutions). Above all, it is only well written and a pleasure to read. This is the best presentation on analysis I've read. It does a great job motivating ideas, and gives really interesting and unusual examples, not just the normal basic examples. Many exercises for each chapter
ranging from simple to beautiful exams involved (no solutions). Above all, it is only well written and a pleasure to read. ... most Great introductory book under analysis. It presents the material in a simple way accessible to those with introductory calculus, and the many stories, origins and explorations that the author offers help to understand the soil. Just a
great text of introductory mathematics to build the conceptual understanding of analysis as a first look. An absolutely fantastic choice to learn Real Analysis on your own. Definitions and theorems are declared concisely and accessible, and the examples are sufficient. Also, this is probably the only mathematical text I've read that has good multi-part problems.
Very nice introduction to analysis with good track record and motivation as to why we are interested in various theorems or problems. Even the fourier series chapter was excellent. Of course, this book doesn't go very far, so more difficult analyses should look elsewhere. Very nice introduction to analysis with good track record and motivation as to why we
are interested in various theorems or problems. Even the fourier series chapter was excellent. Of course, this book doesn't go very far, so more difficult analyses should look elsewhere. ... more simple and great book to start with real analysis. For clarification: put it down now, not because it's bad. I have a plan to go towards him later. It's a good book, but the
second edition is much better in how to have several additional sections that cover the integral lebesgue and some other very good topics that the first edition does not cover. Not that there isn't much for a first-semester course under analysis in the 1st, but the 2nd is much better for that same reason. It's a good book, but the second edition is much better in
how to have several additional sections that cover the integral lebesgue and some other very good topics that the first edition does not cover. Not that there isn't much for a first-semester course under analysis in the 1st, but the 2nd is much better for that same reason. ... more This book was intense pain and total pleasure for a class in which I worked
extremely hard - ultimately, my favorite class. A great reference to me when I learned the evidence behind why I calculate works. Easy way to understand analysis
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